
Manual processing of 
thermal imagery is time-
consuming. The Sky Eye 
Sense Batch processing 
software helps you automate 
that workflow, saving you 
and your business valuable 
time and resources. 

With Sky Eye Sense Batch 
you can quickly customize 
and select various data to be 
included in all your images in 
one go. The interface allows 
users of all experience levels 
to setup and utilize batch 
processing. Apply an 
isotherm, change palette or 
find extreme spots and mark  

them with measurement tools 
– all in a  matter of seconds.

Sense Batch is making it 
easier to utilize and share 
your thermal data by giving 
you the option to generates 
multiple outputs to suit your 
needs. 

Sky Eye Sense Batch comes 
with an built-in image editor 
that can assist you with 
thermal fusion alignment, 
sequence playback 
segmentation, sketch image 
replacement, custom palette 
and more. 

www.skyeyeinnovations.com 
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Advanced thermal 
batch processing 
for swift 
customization.
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Automatic 
analysis
Locate extreme 
points and mark 
them with 
analysis tool
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www.skyeyeinnovations.com 

Reuse batch 
settings
Set up batch jobs 
and reuse later 
with new images

Supports images and 
sequences
From FLIR cameras: T10xx 
Series, T6xx Series, T4xx Series, 
Exx Series, Ex Series, Cx Series, 
A3xx Series, A3x5 Series, A6x5 
Series, Ax5 Series. 

A smarter way of 
working thermal
imagery. 

Automatic analysis 
Locate extreme points 
and mark them with 
analysis tools 

Customize overlay  
Use your logo on any 
thermal image 

Mass adjust scale  
Automatically change 
the limits of the 
temperature scale 

Apply palette  
Unify color palette with 
two clicks 

Change units  
Change temperature 
and distance units 

Change color 
distribution 

Reuse batch settings  
Setup batch jobs and 
reuse later with new 
images 
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